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positive or more negative.  It is calculated as the sum of the discounted fee-related
cash flow observations, before adjustment for defaults.

Other subsidy costs, defined as the residual subsidy cost not attributed to
financing, defaults net of recoveries, or fees.  It is calculated as a residual.

In previous definitions, it was not clear whether the fee component should be gross or net
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What spreadsheets are supported?

The CSC takes cash flow estimates from spreadsheets.  The spreadsheet formats that can
be read are WK1, WK3, WK4, 123, and XLS.  These file formats are supported by a
variety of software packages.  The specific software used to prepare that file is
unimportant, so long as the file conforms to the published standards for the format used.

The New CSC can read all spreadsheets designed for the old Credit Subsidy Model.

How does the CSC find your cash flow estimates in the spreadsheet?

The data needed to calculate a subsidy must be organized, as described below, and placed
in a “named range” within the spreadsheet.  Commercial spreadsheet software packages
provide the means to associate a name with a rectangle of rows and columns.  Range
names are not case sensitive.

The CSC will consider data within the named range only. Data outside the named range
will not be considered by the CSC.
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END-OF-SEMI Transactions occur in equal amounts at the
end of each semi-annual period of the year

BEGINNING-OF-YEAR Transactions occur at the beginning of the
year

MID-YEAR Transactions occur at the middle of the year

END-OF-YEAR Transactions occur at the end of the year
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Keywords to identify cash flows for loan guarantee programs

This group includes keywords specifically for loan guarantee programs.  These keywords
can be used ONLY for programs identified as loan guarantee programs.
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Table 3. -- Keywords for LOAN GUARANTEE cash flows -- continued

Number
of value Description of the
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